Isolation of replication forks from growing Ehrlich ascites cells.
A procedure is described which permits the large-scale isolation of essentially complete replications forks from the DNA of Ehrlich ascites cells. The whole nuclear DNA is first isolated by a method which involves minimal hydrodynamic shear. The DNA is then degraded by cryolysis, a freeze-thawing procedure, to a size providing the otherwise very labile forked structures with a sufficient resistance against shear forces. Finally, the Y-shaped structures of replicating DNA are separated by nitrocellulose column chromatography. When the newly formed strands of replicating DNA were density-labeled with 5-bromodeoxyuridine the DNA fraction isolated by this procedure banded in isopycnic CsCl gradients at a density expected for Y-shaped molecules with two light-heavy branches and one light-light branch and sedimented significantly faster than the corresponding bulk DNA fraction through neutral sucrose gradients. The forked molecules could be visualized by electron microscopy. The essential step of the procedure is the cryolysis which produces fragments from larger DNA structure essentially at random. When the cryolysis is omitted the forked structures are disrupted within the highly susceptible regions around the branching point.